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Abstract
Backcasting as a scholarly and planning approach is increasingly used in futures studies in fields related to urban
sustainability as an alternative to traditional planning approaches and a formal element of future strategic initiatives.
It is viewed as a natural step in operationalizing sustainable development within different societal spheres. As a
holistic urban development strategy, smart sustainable cities represent a manifestation of sustainable development
as a process of change and a strategic approach to achieving the long-term goals of sustainability. Achieving smart
sustainable cities represents an instance of urban sustainability, a concept that refers to a desired state in which a
city strives to retain the balance of socio-ecological system through sustainable development as a desired
trajectory. This long-term goal requires fostering linkages between scientific and social research, technological
innovations, institutional practices, and policy design and planning in relevance to urban sustainability. It also
requires a long-term vision, a transdisciplinary approach, and a system-oriented perspective on addressing
environmental, economic, and social issues. These requirements are at the core of backcasting as an approach to
futures studies. Backcasting is a special kind of scenario methodology to develop future models for smart
sustainable city as a planning tool for urban sustainability. Goal-oriented backcasting approaches declare long-range
targets that lie quite far in the future. Visionary images of a long-term future can stimulate an accelerated
movement towards achieving the goals of urban sustainability. The backcasting approach is found to be well-suited
for long-term urban sustainability solutions due to its normative, goal-oriented, and problem-solving character. Also,
it is particularly useful when dealing with complex problems and transitions, the current trends are part of the
problem, and different directions of development can be allowed given the wide scope and long time horizon
considered. A number of recent futures studies using backcasting have underlined the efficacy of this scholarly and
planning approach in terms of indicating policy pathway for sustainability transitions and thus supporting
policymakers and facilitating and guiding their actions. However, as there are a number of backcasting approaches
used in different domains, and the backcasting framework is adaptive and contextual in nature, it is deemed highly
relevant and useful to devise a scholarly and planning approach to strategic smart sustainable city development.
This paper has a fourfold purpose. It aims (1) to provide a comparative account of the most commonly applied
approaches in futures studies dealing with technology and sustainability (forecasting and backcasting); (2) to review
the existing backcasting methodologies and discuss the relevance of their use in terms of their steps and guiding
questions in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development as an area that is at the intersection of city
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development, sustainable development, and technology development; (3) to synthesize a backcasting approach
based on the outcome of the review and discussion; and (4) to examine backcasting as a scholarly methodology
and planning approach by looking at its use in the Gothenburg 2050 Project, as well as to use this case to illustrate
the core of the synthesized approach. The synthesized scholarly and planning approach serves to help researchers
and scholars in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development to assist planners, policymakers, and
decision-makers in their endeavor to implement smart sustainable cities.
Keywords: Smart sustainable cities, Sustainability, Sustainable development, Backcasting, Forecasting, Futures
studies, Strategic planning, Strategic smart sustainable city development, Scholarly and planning approach,

Introduction
The central role of cities in sustainable development is
clearly reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals
(SGDs) of the United Nations [75] 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which is about making cities resilient and sustainable (SDG Goal 11). The defining role
of cities in sustainable local and global development is
well documented [28, 75]. As the engines of economic
growth, cities are the world’s major consumers of energy
resources and significant contributors to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. They consume 67% of the global energy demand and generate up to 70% of the harmful
GHG emissions (e.g., [26]). Accordingly, they have increasingly gained a central position in applying the discourse of sustainable development and ecological
modernization. They are seen as the most important
arena for sustainability transitions because they constitute key sites of economic, environmental, and social
dynamism and innovation making significant contributions to sustainable transformations and thus social
change and cultural advancement. As such, they offer
ideal testing grounds for new solutions spanning diverse
sectors. As they are essential places where new ideas are
created, tested, and advanced, many sustainable urban
development frameworks and approaches reference the
role of ICT in advancing the goals of sustainable development (e.g., [3–5, 12, 13, 70]). For example, the UN’s
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development sees ICT as a
means to promote economic development and protect
the environment, increase resource efficiency, achieve
human progress and knowledge in societies, upgrade
legacy infrastructure, and retrofit industries based on
sustainable design principles [74, 75]. The tremendous
and multifaceted potential of the smart city approach
has been under investigation by the United Nations [73]
through their study on “Big Data and the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development.”
In light of the above, recent research endeavors have
recently started to focus on amalgamating sustainable
cities and smart cities as urban development strategies
in an attempt to achieve the required level of sustainability with respect to urban operations, functions,

services, designs, and policies under what is labeled
“smart sustainable cities of the future” [12]. Especially,
smart cities have been criticized for their lack of explicitly incorporating the goals of sustainable development
(e.g., [12, 34, 43]) and sustainable cities for facing difficulties in translating sustainability into the built environment and for evaluating the extent to which different
sustainable urban forms contribute to the goals of sustainable development ([16, 31, 37, 40, 78]). Adding to
these is the weak or lack of connection between the two
urban development strategies, despite the proven role of
ICT in supporting cities in their transition towards the
needed sustainable development (e.g., [1, 19, 43]). On
this note, Angelidou et al. [5] conclude that the smart
city and sustainable city landscapes are extremely fragmented both on the policy and the technical levels, and
there is a host of unexplored opportunities towards
smart sustainable city development. The basic idea of
smart sustainable cities of the future is that this holistic
urban development approach seeks to explicitly bring together sustainable cities and smart cities as urban endeavors in ways that address and overcome the key
shortcomings of both classes of cities in terms of their
contribution to the goals of sustainable development.
This can be accomplished by merging and leveraging
what each class has to offer for sustainability in terms of
pervasive computing and advanced ICT enabling smart
cities and design concepts and planning principles guiding sustainable urban forms, with the sheer purpose of
advancing sustainability in an increasingly technologized,
computerized, and urbanized world [12].
Smart sustainable cities represent a manifestation of
sustainable urban development as a process of change
and a strategic approach to achieving the long-term
goals of sustainability. Accordingly, such strategy is
intended to achieve the required level of sustainability as
to operational functioning, planning, and governance
with the support of ICT of pervasive computing as a set
of advanced technologies and their novel applications
pertaining to big data analytics, context-aware computing, and other recent computing waves. Achieving the
state of smart sustainable cities represents an instance of
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urban sustainability, a concept that refers to a desired
(normative) state in which a city strives to retain a balance of socio-ecological systems through the strategic
process of sustainable development as a desired trajectory. Urban sustainability is cast in terms of four dimensions: physical, environment, social, and economic,
which should all be enhanced over the long run—given
their interdependence, synergy, and equal importance.
To achieve this long-term goal requires a planning
framework for strategic smart sustainable city development that facilitates and contributes to the design,
development, implementation, evaluation, and improvement of urban systems, including practical interventions for coordinating, integrating, and coupling
urban domains, using cutting-edge technologies. This
strategic endeavor should focus on replenishing resources, lowering energy use, and lessening pollution
and waste levels while improving social justice, equity,
stability, and safety. Accordingly, it can best be pursued through backcasting as a strategic planning approach due to its appropriateness for addressing
sustainability issues (see, e.g., [22, 27, 36, 51]).
In addition, the problems that both smart cities and
sustainable cities face today will increase in the future
with much greater compounding affects. Consequently,
policy actions for developing smart sustainable cities of
the future ought to be applied, tested, transformed, disseminated, and adapted to help solve those problems.
Smart sustainable cities require long-term strategic planning to overcome their particular challenges. An appropriate response to smart sustainable city development
involves the analysis of several factors, including past,
present, and future situations; long-term visions; formulation, implementation, and follow-up; transfer and deployment of technologies; building and enhancement of
human and social capacity; and regulatory policies.
These factors are intertwined and thus cannot be isolated from each other in all kinds of urban sustainability
endeavors, which indeed require a system-oriented perspective to addressing environmental, economic, and social issues. Futures studies offer promising approaches to
building smart sustainable city foresight, especially in
the situation where the problem is complex and major
change is needed. Backcasting as a scholarly methodology is well suited to any multifaceted kind of planning
process (see [51]).
Envisioning smart sustainable cities as future human
settlements has an obvious normative side: what futures
are desired? Backcasting the preferred vision of the future has an analytical side: how can we attain this desirable future? Backcasting is a process of starting from a
desirable (sustainable) future as a vision of success, then
looking back to today to identify the most strategic steps
or actions necessary for achieving that specified future.
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Indeed, backcasting as a scholarly and planning approach
is increasingly used in futures studies in fields related to
urban sustainability as a formal element of future strategic
initiatives and endeavors. It is viewed as a natural step in
operationalizing sustainable urban development.
This paper has a fourfold purpose. It aims (1) to provide a short comparative account of the most commonly
applied approaches in futures studies dealing with technology and sustainability (forecasting and backcasting),
with the main focus on and the primary intent of
highlighting the relevance of backcasting approach to
sustainability planning as a set of complex problems; (2)
to review the existing backcasting methodologies and
discuss the relevance of their use in terms of their steps
and guiding questions in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development as an area that is at the intersection of city development, sustainable development,
and technology development; (3) to synthesize a backcasting approach based on the outcome of the review
and discussion; and (4) to examine backcasting as a
scholarly methodology and planning approach by looking at its use in the Gothenburg 2050 Project, as well as
to use this case to illustrate the core of the synthesized
approach. The motivation for this paper is to provide
guidelines and tools for the development of smart sustainable cities of the future.
This paper is organized as follows: the “Conceptual
and theoretical background” section introduces, describes, and discusses the relevant conceptual and theoretical constructs that make up this study. The “Futures
studies: dimensions, objectives, types, and approaches”
section provides an account of futures studies, covering
dimensions, aims, types, and approaches, with a focus
on sustainability issues. The “Backcasting approach to
strategic planning” section reviews the existing backcasting methodologies and discusses the relevance of their
use in terms of their steps and guiding questions in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development as a
scholarly area that integrates city development, sustainable development, and technology development. The “A
synthesized scholarly and planning approach to strategic
smart sustainable city development” section synthesizes
a backcasting framework as a scholarly and planning approach to strategic smart sustainable city development
based on the outcome of the review and discussion.
Backcasting is examined, in the “Case study: the Project
Gothenburg 2050” section, by looking at its use in the
Gothenburg 2050 Project. A discussion of backcasting as
a useful tool for achieving urban sustainability is the object of the “Backcasting as a useful tool for achieving
urban sustainability: the shaping role of political action
in sustainability transitions” section. The paper ends, in
the “Conclusions” section, with concluding remarks and
some reflections.
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Conceptual and theoretical background
Smart sustainable cities

The concept of smart sustainable cities has emerged as a
result of three important global trends at play across the
world, namely the diffusion of sustainability, the spread
of urbanization, and the rise of ICT [12]. As echoed by
Höjer and Wangel [34], the interlinked development of
sustainability, urbanization, and ICT has recently converged under what is labeled “smart sustainable cities.”
Accordingly, smart sustainable cities represent a new
techno-urban phenomenon that emerged around the
mid-2010s (e.g., [12, 15]). The basic idea is to leverage
the potential and ubiquity of advanced ICT in the transition towards the needed sustainable development in an
increasingly computerized and urbanized world. Therefore, the development of smart sustainable cities is gaining increasing attention worldwide from research
institutes, universities, governments, policymakers, and
ICT companies as a promising response to the imminent
challenges of sustainability and urbanization. As an
amalgam of urban and technological innovations, smart
sustainable cities are rapidly gaining momentum as a
holistic urban development approach and thus becoming
an academic pursuit and evolving into a realist enterprise across the world, not least in ecologically and
technologically advanced nations [14].
The term “smart sustainable city,” although not always
explicitly discussed, is used to describe a city that is supported by the pervasive presence and massive use of advanced ICT, which, in connection with various urban
systems and domains and how these intricately interrelate and are coordinated respectively, enables the city
to control available resources safely, sustainably, and efficiently to improve economic and societal outcomes. The
combination of smart cities and sustainable cities, of
which many definitions are available, has been less explored as well as conceptually difficult to delineate due
to the multiplicity and diversity of the existing definitions (see [15] for an overview). ITU (2014) provides a
comprehensive definition based on analyzing around 120
definitions, “a smart sustainable city is an innovative city
that uses…ICTs and other means to improve quality of
life, efficiency of urban operation and services, and competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of
present and future generations with respect to economic, social and environmental aspects.” Another definition put forth by [34] (p. 10), which is deductively
crafted and based on the concept of sustainable development, states that “a smart sustainable city is a city that
meets the needs of its present inhabitants without compromising the ability for other people or future generations to meet their needs, and thus, does not exceed
local or planetary environmental limitations, and where
this is supported by ICT.” This entails unlocking and
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exploiting the potential of ICT of pervasive computing as
an enabling, integrative, and constitutive technology for
achieving the environmental, social, and economic goals
of sustainability due to the underlying transformational,
substantive, and disruptive effects [15, 16]. Another
conceptualization of the term provided by [14] (p. 11)
states: “as a dynamic, complex interplay between scientific
innovation, technological innovation, environmental
innovation, urban design and planning innovation, institutional innovation, and policy innovation, smart sustainable
cities represent and involve inherently complex
socio-technical systems of all sorts of innovation systems.
Such systems, which focus on the creation, diffusion, and
utilization of knowledge and technology, are of various
types (variants of innovation models), including national,
regional, sectoral, technological, and Triple Helix of university–industry–government relations.”
As ICT permeates infrastructures, architectural and
urban designs, ecosystem services, human services, and
citizens’ objects, we can speak of cities getting smarter
as to addressing environmental, social, and economic
problems, as well as providing services to citizens to improve the quality of their life [9, 12, 14, 15]. Indeed, this
pervasion of ICT into urban environments implies new
and more extensive sources of urban data, which can
provide immense possibilities to better monitor, understand, analyze, and plan smart sustainable cities to improve their contribution to the goals of sustainable
development [12]. The increasing convergence of ICT of
various forms of pervasive computing is increasingly
seen as a way to capture further and invigorate the application demand for the many solutions for urban sustainability that emerging and future ICT can offer. The
ability of computerizing urban systems and domains and
hence thinking data analytically and based on context information about how to enhance their contribution to
the different dimensions of sustainability constitutes an
indication of the reach of the gravitational field of ICT
of pervasive computing’s effort to develop innovative solutions and sophisticated approaches from the ground
up for smart sustainable cities of the future [14]. Therefore, the potential of monitoring, understanding, analyzing, and planning cities through advanced ICT can well
be leveraged in advancing sustainability [14, 15]. Indeed,
smart cities (e.g., [3, 9]) and sustainable cities (e.g., [12,
16]) that are engaging on the new transition in ICT are
getting smarter in achieving the required level of sustainability. As complex systems par excellence, smart
sustainable cities rely more and more on sophisticated
technologies and their novel applications to realize their
full potential and thus respond to the challenge of sustainability. The most prevalent of these technologies and
their applications, which are prerequisite for realizing
ICT of pervasive computing, are UbiComp, AmI, the
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IoT, and SenComp and related big data analytics and
context-aware computing in relation to sustainable
urban development [12]. Big data analytics and
context-aware computing as rapidly growing areas of
ICT are becoming of crucial importance to the operational functioning and planning of smart sustainable
cities [12]. Therefore, the expansion of these computing
waves is increasingly stimulating the development of different models of the smart sustainable city as urban initiatives and projects.
Strategic smart sustainable urban planning

Institutionalized in many industrialized nations since the
late nineteenth century, urban planning (also referred to
as city planning and urban development) is a governmental function in most countries worldwide. It is practiced on the neighborhood, district, city, metropolitan,
regional, and national scales with land use, environmental, transport, local, metropolitan, and regional planning
representing more specialized foci. Accordingly, urban
planning is a political and technical process concerned
with the development and use of land, the protection
and use of the environment, the design of the urban environment, and public administration and welfare. Several notable books (e.g., [38, 45, 46, 48, 77]) have been
written on the subject of urban planning (and development). They have approached it from a variety of perspectives, often combined, including physical, spatial,
social, cultural, political, economic, and ecological.
Urban planning is the process of guiding and directing
the use and development of land, urban environment,
and natural environment, as well as ecosystem and human services—in ways that ensure effective utilization of
natural resources, intelligent management of infrastructures and facilities, efficient operations and services, optimal economic development, and high quality of life
and well-being. In more detail, urban planning involves
drawing up, designing, evaluating, and forecasting an organized, coordinated, and standardized physical arrangement and infrastructural system of a city and the
associated processes, functions, and services, i.e., built
form (buildings, streets, residential and commercial
areas, facilities, parks, etc.), urban infrastructure (transportation, water supply, communication systems, distribution networks, etc.), ecosystem services (energy, raw
material, air, food, etc.), human services (public services,
social services, cultural facilities, etc.), and administration and governance (implementation of mechanisms for
adherence to established regulatory frameworks, practice
enhancements, policy recommendations, technical and
assessment studies, etc.). The ultimate aim of urban
planning is to make cities more sustainable and thus livable, safe, resilient, and attractive places. As an academic
discipline, urban planning is concerned with strategic
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thinking, research and analysis, sustainable development,
economic development, environmental planning, transportation planning, land-use planning, landscape architecture, civil engineering, policy recommendations,
public administration, and urban design (e.g., [49]).
Urban planning is closely related to the field of urban
design, and some urban planners indeed provide designs
for neighborhoods, streets, buildings, parks, and other
urban areas.
The research and practice in the field of smart sustainable cities tend to focus on the identification of the
urban domains that are associated with sustainability dimensions (including transport, energy, environment,
land use, mobility, traffic, healthcare, education, public
safety)—on the basis of big data—for storage, processing,
analysis, modeling, and simulation so to develop urban
intelligence functions and simulation models for strategic decision-making and enhanced insights pertaining
to urban planning processes [12, 13]. This also involves
how those domains interrelate and can be coordinated
and merged together for enhanced outcomes in terms of
the contribution to the goals of sustainable development.
The technical features of smart sustainable urban planning involve the application of ICT as a set of scientific
and technical processes to land use, natural ecosystems,
physical structures, spatial organizations, natural resources, infrastructure systems, socio-economic networks, and citizens’ services. Recent evidence (e.g., [3, 9,
10, 12, 13, 16]) lends itself to the argument that an amalgamation of these strands of urban planning with
cutting-edge big data analytics as an advanced form of
ICT can help create more sustainable and thus livable,
safe, and attractive cities. In all, the data-driven approach
to urban planning is of paramount importance to strategic
sustainable urban development. Besides, the functioning,
management, and organization of urban systems and related processes and activities in the field of sustainable
urban planning require not only complex interdisciplinary
knowledge of sustainability but also sophisticated technologies and powerful data analytics capabilities.
Sustainable development goals and smart targets
should be well understood with respect to their synergy
and integration (see, e.g., [1, 5, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19, 43]) in
the context of city planning, a valuable force for attaining a sort of integrated objectives in the realm of smart
sustainable cities. As a management and government
function, city planning involves formulating a detailed
plan to achieve optimum balance of demands for growth
with the available resources and the need to protect the
environment, or to provide and maintain a livable and
healthy human environment in conjunction with minimal demand on resources and minimal impacts on the
environment—by integrating urban strategies with
technological innovations as well as formulating and
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implementing policy regulations and institutional frameworks. In this respect, backcasting appears to be the
most appropriate planning approach into smart sustainable city development due to the complexity of the
problem at hand, and the fact that different directions of
development can be allowed given the wide scope and
long time horizon considered.
Smart sustainable urban planning uses ICT and other
means to guide and direct the use and development of
land, resources, and infrastructures; the protection of
the environment; and the distribution of ecosystem and
human services—in ways that strategically assess and
continuously improve the contribution of the city to the
environmental, economic, and social goals of sustainable
development. Thus, it involves a set of approaches into
practically applying and effectively merging sustainability
knowledge and eco-technology to the planning and development of existing and new cities. This entails working strategically towards maximizing the efficiency of
energy and material resources, creating zero-waste systems, supporting renewable energy production and consumption, promoting carbon neutrality and reducing
pollution, decreasing transport needs and encouraging
walking and cycling, providing efficient and sustainable
transport, preserving ecosystems, emphasizing design
scalability and spatial proximity, and promoting livability
and sustainable community [12, 13]. ICT is of fundamental importance to attaining such goals due to its
constitutive nature and transformational effects.
What is known about the relationship between urban
planning interventions, sustainability, and ICT objectives
is a subject of philosophical debate. This means that
realizing smart sustainable cities requires making countless and integrated decisions about urban form, urban
design, sustainable technologies, and governance. Regardless, this endeavor should consist in adopting a holistic approach to decision-making, a pathway that can
best be pursued by employing advanced technological
systems and analytical methods, thereby the need for big
data
technologies
and
related
data-driven
decision-making with respect to urban policy design and
analysis. As noted by Angelidou et al. [5], the incorporation of the systematic use of big data in the policy development and monitoring process is a key success
factor towards better policy design and implementation,
with significant positive impacts on contemporary cities
on multiple levels. To put it differently, new sources of
urban data coordinated with urban practice and policy
can be applied on the basis of the fundamental principles of data science and analytical engineering to devise
powerful solutions to urban sustainability problems. Big
data analytics for decision-making (basing the decisions
on the analysis of big data) can be of wide use in different areas of urban planning. Indeed, big data uses are
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associated with optimization, control, automation, management, evaluation, recommendation, and improvement in relation to urban operational functioning,
development, and governance in the context of sustainability [12]. This should constitute an integral part of the
detailed plan to be formulated based on backcasting for
smart sustainable city development, where consideration
is typically given to a wide array of sustainability issues,
such as air pollution, traffic congestion, land use, energy
consumption, legislation and regulation, and social policy. Smart sustainable urban planning is gaining special
importance in, and its prominence is increasing
throughout, the twenty-first century, as contemporary
cities are increasingly facing enormous challenges pertaining to urbanization and sustainability. As a process,
it identifies the goals of sustainable development to be
achieved, formulates strategies to achieve them, arranges
the means and procedures required, and implements,
monitors, directs, assesses, and enhances all steps in
their proper sequence. This is at the core of the backcasting approach to strategic planning for the development of smart sustainable cities of the future.
Strategic smart sustainable urban development

Sustainable urban development is an approach to
achieve urban sustainability. There are several approaches to sustainable urban development, one of
which is the strategic one which is guided by a shared
understanding of sustainability principles that embody
the end goal for achieving urban sustainability. The four
sustainability principles are considered as basic principles for socio-ecological sustainability as developed
through scientific consensus (e.g., [36]). In the sustainable society, according to Holmberg and Robèrt [36], nature is not subject to systematically increasing:
1. Concentrations of substances extracted from the
Earth’s crust,
2. Concentrations of substances produced by society,
3. Degradation by physical means, and in that
society…
4. People are not subject to conditions that
systematically undermine their ability to meet their
needs.
The purpose of articulating sustainability with scientific rigor is to make it more intelligible, more useful,
and clearer for measuring, analyzing, and managing human activities within the society. From an environmental
perspective, for example, to be strategic in moving towards urban sustainability requires a clear understanding
of sustainability principles concerned with environmental issues, which are employed to set the minimum requirements of an environmentally sustainable city.
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Sustainability principles define an end goal for urban
sustainability to plan strategically and holistically to
attain socio-ecological sustainability in the city. Strategic sustainable urban development is a planned development that addresses environmental, social, and
economic issues in a rigorous, meaningful, and scientific way to achieve a sustainable city. This can
occur through tackling the root causes that are
resulting in the current systematic decline in the potential of the city so as to help develop upstream
and well-informed solutions needed to sustain the
functioning of urban systems. Strategic sustainable
urban development entails a backcasting from basic
sustainability principles, whereby a desirable sustainable future is set as the reference point for devising
and implementing strategic actions to attain that
specified future, the actions needed to achieve the
long-term goals of urban sustainability, and all of
the other critical elements developed during the
backcasting exercise. This is necessary to act proactively as well as to think strategically, on a larger
scale and of future generations. Strategic sustainable
urban development can be viewed as an alternative
way of thinking to solve the escalating environmental
problems and socio-economic issues, thereby mitigating the negative impacts of the current path of
city development. As such, it seeks to guide planners, organizations, governments, and institutions to
agree upon concrete ways to take action together to
implement sustainable urban development on a global scale.
The concept of sustainable development has been applied to urban planning since the early 1990s (e.g., [77]).
The strategic process of sustainable urban development
as a desired trajectory seeks to create healthy, livable,
and prosperous human environments with minimal demand on resources (energy, material, etc.) and minimal
impact on the environment (toxic waste, air and water
pollution, hazardous chemicals, etc.). Richardson [59]
(p.14) defines sustainable urban development as “a
process of change in the built environment which foster
economic development while conserving resources and
promoting the health of the individual, the community,
and the ecosystem.” In a nutshell, sustainable urban development is characterized as achieving a balance between the development of and equity in the urban areas
and the protection of the urban environment. However,
conflicts among the goals of sustainable urban development to achieve the long-term goals of urban sustainability are challenging to deal with and daunting to
overcome. This has indeed been, and continues to be,
one of the toughest challenges facing urban planners
and scholars as to planning in the realm of sustainable
cities. Despite sustainable urban development seeking to
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provide an enticing, holistic approach into evading the
conflicts among its goals, these conflicts “cannot be
shaken off so easily,” as they “go to the historic core of
planning and are a leitmotif in the contemporary battles
in our cities,” rather than being “merely conceptual,
among the abstract notions of ecological, economic, and
political logic” ([21], p. 296). Even though these goals
co-exist uneasily in contemporary cities, sustainable
urban development as a long-range objective for achieving the aim of urban sustainability is worthy for urban
planners, as they need a strategic process to achieve the
status of sustainable cities, to increase the contribution
of smart cities to sustainability, and to spur the development of smart sustainable cities. As expressed by [21] (p.
9), planners will in the upcoming years “confront
deep-seated conflicts among economic, social, and environmental interests that cannot be wished away through
admittedly appealing images of a community in harmony
with nature. Nevertheless, one can diffuse the conflict
and find ways to avert its more destructive fallout.” To
put it differently, sustainable urban development advocates can—and ought to—seek ways to make the most
of all three value sets at once. This is in contrast to
keeping on playing them off against one another. With
that in mind, the synergistic and substantive effects of
sustainable development on forms of urban management, planning, and development require cooperative effort, collaborative work, and concerted action from
diverse urban stakeholders in order to take a holistic
view of the complex challenges and pressing issues facing contemporary cities.
In the context of this paper, the smart dimension of sustainable urban development is also in focus. In this regard,
the strategic process of smart sustainable urban development denotes a process of change in the built environment driven by ICT and other technological innovations
that seek to promote sustainable built form, environmental integration, economic regeneration, and social equity
as a set of interrelated goals. In other words, to foster economic development while conserving resources and promoting the health of the ecosystem and its users requires
innovative solutions and sophisticated approaches resulting from unlocking the untapped potential and transformational effects of ICT in terms of its disruptive and
synergetic power given its enabling, integrative, and constitutive nature. Such process ought to be based on amalgamating the research agenda of urban computing
innovation and urban ICT development with the agenda
of sustainable development and urban planning, thereby
justifying ICT investment and its orientation by environmental concerns and socio-economic needs within contemporary human settlements. This endeavor should in
turn be supported by pertinent institutional structures
and practices and policy frameworks and measures.
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Futures studies: dimensions, objectives, types,
and approaches
Since the dawn of civilization, people have tried to develop
methods for predicting the future. But in recent years, scientists, sociologists, researchers, and other futurists within
different disciplines have developed qualitative and quantitative methods for rationally predicting the future. Rationality in this context of use signifies a recognition or
awareness that many different futures are possible and
that the future is far from being determined or known
with absolute certainty. This is typically contingent upon
the kinds of the decisions people make and action they
take in the present. This paper is concerned with a backcasting approach to futures studies on smart sustainable
city development, and such studies do not pretend to be
able to predict the future, although assessing the probabilities of alternative futures in this regard constitutes a key
aspect of the approach to studying (smart sustainable cities of) the future. Futures studies are intended to assist
decision-making under uncertainty which is to be defined
as indeterminacy, rather than to predict the future [27].
The backcasting approach in this context is primarily designed to help people better understand future possibilities
of models of smart sustainable urban form in order to
make better decisions today. Indeed, the core purpose of
futures studies is to get a better understanding of future
opportunities as alternatives to their differences and feasibilities. These can be employed by the aligned stakeholders in a given endeavor to challenge present systems
or to influence the future. Inspire it, or adapt to the most
likely one. Creating a choice of futures by outlining alternatives usually form the basis for planning. In light of this,
futures studies help people to examine and clarify their
normative scenarios of the future, to transform their visions, and then to develop action plans on the basis of a
wide range of techniques. In the context of smart sustainable city development, they are basically used to provide
an analytical framework for policy decisions in the identification of opportunities for integrating the novel applications of advanced ICT with the design concepts and
planning principles of sustainable urban forms and in
assessing alternative actions of high strategic potential
under different conditions. The role of futures studies has
become of central importance for the policy-making
process in the context of urban sustainability. Such a
process is characterized by increasing complexity at the
macro-level as well as by decreasing the extent of conditionality at the micro-level due to the mounting autonomy
of individual actors [47]. This implies that social institutions are less powerful in affecting major changes through
straightforward policy responses [44].
Long-lasting and substantive transformations, including
sustainability transitions, can only come about through the
accumulation of several integrated smaller-scale actions
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associated with strategically successful initiatives and programs. They also operate at the interface of policy domains.
Methods for futures studies can help to highlight such initiatives and programs and to identify such interface. In the
context of city development, they can be used to illustrate
what might happen to the cities in order to allow them to
adapt to perceived future trends. Researchers, scientists, sociologists, and other futurists employ methods for futures
studies as an attempt to manage uncertainty rather than reduce it. As such, these methods aid in dealing with this uncertainty by clarifying what the most desirable possibilities
are, what can be known, what is already known, and how today’s decisions and actions may play out in each of a variety
of plausible futures. The effectiveness of futures studies lies
in defining a broader conceptual framework for discussing
the future as well as for contributing to policy formulation,
transition governance, and the emergence of new possibilities. The kind of decision-making such studies seek to assist
under uncertainty pertains especially to long-term decisions.
In the context of smart sustainable cities, decisions are to be
made in ways that reduce uncertainty about what may happen in the future in terms of urban development or analyze
the effects of today’s decisions taken in line with the vision
of sustainability as enabled by advanced ICT in the future.
Futurists often divide the purpose of futures studies as
assessing the probable, imagining the possible, and deciding on the preferable. As pointed out by Banister and
Stead [7], futures studies can be classified based on the
three modes of thinking about the future:
 Possible futures (what might happen?): Scenario

studies as descriptions of possible future states and
their developments are included in this category [20].

 Probable futures (what is most likely to happen?):

This category includes forecasting studies, which are
characterized by a predictive nature and mainly
focused on historical data and trend analysis.

 Preferable futures (what we would prefer to happen?):

This category is of relevance to futures studies dealing
with urban sustainability, as it involves studies
focusing on normative or desirable futures, such as
backcasting and normative forecasting.
Several authors have elaborated on futures studies in
relation to sustainability. Dreborg [27] identifies four different types of futures studies in connection with sustainability, namely:
 Directional studies which investigate different

economics and other measures in the short term
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that will probably work in the right direction
towards sustainability.
 Short-term studies which take immediate official
goals as a starting point or a small step towards
sustainability and attempt to find means of achieving
them.
 Forecasting studies which usually apply to a longterm perspective, but restricted presumptions of the
possibilities of major change make this approach fail
to reach sustainability.
 Alternative solutions and visions where the
development of future (normative) scenarios as
desirable futures allow them to be explored by using
backcasting where the results describe a desirable
future with criteria for sustainability providing the
systemic framework for change.
There is no consensus on a single classification of futures studies or a guide for the application of the most
suitable approaches to futures studies. Most methods for
futures studies focus on one or two of these goals: assessing the probable, imagining the possible, and deciding
on the preferable (e.g., [47]). Futures studies on smart
sustainable city development are concerned with deciding on the preferable in terms of how to prefer the development of such city to play out. In this regard,
visioning techniques may provide information about the
preferable as a result of visioning: the action of developing a preferred plan, goal, or vision for the future. They
can also tell us about the possible as a result of brainstorming over a range of alternatives if we happen to
focus on both the preferable and possible as goals. Further, beyond any kind of classification and focus, the researcher’s worldview and aim are the most important
criteria that determine how a futures study can be developed. Researchers will almost always need different
methods to carry out their futures studies.
Being the most suitable methodological framework or
planning approach to be pursued in futures studies dealing with urban sustainability, the backcasting approach
is prescriptive (normative) by focusing on what smart
sustainable cities of the future should be. Generally, prescriptive methods for futures studies try to aid people in
clarifying their values and preferences so they can develop visions of desirable futures. Indeed, backcasting allows researchers to understand what they would prefer
the future to be and then take the appropriate (or necessary) steps to create that preferred future. Methods for
futures studies are also descriptive (extrapolative) in the
sense of describing what the future will be or could be
in an objective way. While many futurists strive for objectivity, most methods for futures studies as part of
qualitative inquiry rely on subjective human judgment.
Nevertheless, various tools have been developed and
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applied to mitigate such judgment through encouraging
collective judgment, generating ideas to produce different judgments, and identifying discrepancies between
competing views on the future, as well as substantiating
consistencies and inconsistencies among and within
such views.
There might be as many approaches to futures studies
as futurists since futurists develop different ways to look
ahead or envision the future. But some consensus in this
regard is evolving. According to Chatterjee and Gordon
[25], futures studies can be categorized on the basis of
the context that is being studied in terms of simplicity
and complexity. Specifically, if the context is predictable
and largely controllable, then a planning approach such
as forecasting may be appropriate, and if it is unpredictable and uncertain, an alternative approach such as scenario planning is more suitable [25]. Another consensual
perspective among futurists is the need to employ multiple approaches to address most futures problems. In
this paper, the intent is to devise or craft a backcasting
as a planning method for smart sustainable city development, complemented by insights drawn from trend analysis and scenario planning. There is an argument that
supports the idea of developing future research programs that integrate various approaches to futures studies to gain much greater insight than relying on a single
approach. There are a number of different approaches to
strategy analysis and future analysis that investigate what
will, could, or should happen in the future that are in
their application not mutually exclusive, including, but
not limited to, cyclical pattern analysis, trend analysis,
forecasting, visioning, and scenario planning, in addition
to backcasting and forecasting. These are briefly presented below.
Cyclical pattern analysis

This futures study method is closely related to trend
analysis. Many environmental, economic, and social phenomena seem to operate in cycles. It uses cyclic or recurring patterns in the form of waves, bursts, epochs,
and episodes to anticipate future developments in various domains, such as city development, environmental
change, public policy, and economic/financial system.
Trend analysis

A trend denotes a pattern of change over time in some
phenomena of importance and relevance to the observer.
As a common futures study method, trend analysis involves the use of a variety of techniques based on historical data. Quantitative trend analysis is often applied to
areas involving solid and large historical data. Its key
issue lies in the propensity to accept their results as a
kind of truth about the future rather than simply a starting point for discussion [7]. Such analysis remains most
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suitable for projecting forward in a stable or nonlinear
system.

addressed separately (and together with forecasting) in
more details in the next section.

Technological forecasting

Backcasting approach to strategic planning

Forecasting is used to predict the most likely future, projected forward over a specific time horizon (e.g., coming
weeks, months, or years) based on the previous or
current trends. Technological forecasting has its own
concepts, techniques, and practitioners, representing a
distinct endeavor within futures studies. One of the subject areas where forecasting is mostly applied is ICT development. Within the framework of technological
development, forecasting concerns “the extrapolation of
developments toward the future and the exploration of
achievements that can be realized through technology in
the long term” ([39], p. 503).
Visioning

Visioning is the action of developing, or the process of
intensely making images of, the desired future (plans,
goals, objectives, outcomes, etc.) sufficiently real and
compelling to act as a stimulus or spur to the present
action. It also refers to the fact of seeing visions. As
such, it can be carried out by an individual or a group of
people. The importance of seeing visions of the future,
which usually materialize subsequent to new scientific
discovery and its technological applications, lies in that
these visions “have the power not only to catch people’s
minds and imaginations but also to inspire them into a
quest for new possibilities and untapped opportunities
and to challenge them to think outside common mindsets” ([11], p. 3).
Scenario planning

Scenarios are about making stories about the future and
usually have more specific detail than backcasting. They
represent a series of events that we envision or imagine
happening in the future. Visionary scenarios are part of
everyday thinking in that it is filled with some ventures
into the unknown or mysterious world of the future, tomorrow, next week, next year, or next decade. The more
elaborate scenarios (e.g., a generation of simulation
games for policymakers combining known facts about
the future with key driving forces identified by considering environmental, economic, social, political, and
technological trends) are usually developed by professional researchers (or groups of analysts) working for
government agencies in relation to different domains or
for organizations and institutions.
For a detailed, descriptive account of the above approaches, which can be combined in futures studies, the
interested reader can be directed to Bibri [12]. The backcasting approach, which is the focus of this paper, is

Historical origins and characteristic features

The term “backcasting” was coined by Robinson [62] in
the description of the policy analysis approach. The
backcasting approach was originally developed in the
1970s as an alternative to traditional energy forecasting
and planning and employed as a novel analytical tool for
energy planning using normative scenarios. Backcasting
studies concerned with energy dealt particularly with the
so-called soft energy policy paths, characterized by the
development of renewable energy technologies and a
low-energy demand society [57]. At the time, such studies emerged as a response to regular energy forecasting,
which was mainly based on trend extrapolation and projections of energy consumption, with a focus on
large-scale fossil fuel and nuclear technologies. By developing an energy backcasting approach, the focus became
analysis and deriving policy goals [62]. Around the
1990s, a few years after the inception of sustainable development, the emphasis on backcasting shifted towards
the identification and exploration of sustainability solutions in Sweden [27], Canada [64], and the Netherlands
[76]. Such solutions pertain to a wide range of topics, including transportation and mobility [8], sustainable technologies and sustainable system innovation [76],
sustainable household [30, 55], transforming companies
into sustainable ones [35], sustainable urban design [51],
sustainable transportation systems [2, 32, 65], and sustainable city development [22]. In light of these endeavors, it has been corroborated that the distinctive
characteristics of backcasting as a planning approach
make it especially appropriate for sustainability applications (e.g., [27, 35, 36]). This has to do with the idea of
taking a range of sustainable futures as a starting point
for analyzing their feasibility and potential, as well as
possible ways of attaining those futures (e.g., [56]). For a
more detailed overview of the past and present applications of backcasting, the interested reader can be directed to Quist and Vergragt [57].
Backcasting is concerned with how desirable futures
can be created and attained rather than what future
states of affairs are likely to occur. In other words, backcasting is not concerned with predicting the future; rather, it is a strategic problem-solving framework, in the
quest for the answer to how to reach specified outcomes
in the future. This involves finding ways of linking goals
that may lie more than a generation in the future to a
set of steps performed now and designed to achieve that
end. Therefore, backcasting is used in cases when it is
desired to actively dictate a future outcome rather than
merely predicting it. In backcasting, one envisions a
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desirable future endpoint and then works backward to
determine what programs would be required to attain
that specified future or to construct a plausible causal
chain leading from here to there. In more detail, backcasting as closely related to scenario planning involves
an imaginary scenario moving backwards in time in as
many different stages as are considered necessary as to
connecting the future to the present to uncover the
mechanism through which the present actions could
lead to attaining that particular future scenario. Robinson [63] (p. 823) defines backcasting as a normative approach which works “backwards from a particular
desired endpoint to the present in order to determine
the feasibility of that future and what policy measures
would be required to reach that point.”
In general, the backcasting approach is applicable in
futures studies dealing with the fundamental question of
backcasting, which involves the kind of actions that
must be taken to achieve a long-term goal. In a more
specified way, as stated by Tinker [71], “if we want to attain a certain goal, what actions must be taken to get
there?” Here, backcasting means to look at the current
situation from a future perspective. After envisioning a
successful outcome in this future scenario then comes
the question of what can be done today to achieve that
outcome. This enables us to ensure that strategies and
actions are in the direction we want to head. Accordingly, smart sustainable cities as future desired conditions are envisioned, and appropriate actions and
strategies are then defined to attain those conditions.
Envisioning such cities has a normative side in terms of
what future is desired, and backcasting the preferred vision of the future has an analytical side in terms of how
this desirable future can be attained. In urban sustainability, planning is about figuring out the “next steps”
which are quite literally the next concrete actions to
undertake. Next steps are usually based on reacting to
the present circumstances, creativity, intuition, and common sense but also (conceivably) are still aligned with
the future vision and direction. A next step question of
relevance to futures studies dealing with smart sustainable city development would be, for example, “To better
monitor, understand, analyze, and plan sustainable urban
forms to strategically assess, improve, and sustain their
contribution to the goals of sustainable development,
what is the very next thing we have to do?” Important to
note, though, is that researchers in backcasting should
not get obsessed with the next steps without considering
how aligned they are with what they ultimately aim to
achieve. Indeed, in the specific case of sustainability, it is
as crucially important to undertake the first steps as to
have lofty visions, thereby sustaining momentum by explicit, shared vision of success and being able to use that
to guide the next steps.
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Furthermore, since the notion of smart sustainable cities in this case is more a vision/image of the future than
a reality, it is per definition normative, implying a certain
desired view on the city within ecologically and technologically advanced nations. By the same token, the backcasting approach is normative in the sense of
establishing and deriving from an evaluative norm or a
standard for making judgments about outcomes. Concerned with human societies, normativity is the
phenomenon of designating some desirable or permissible actions. Many researchers tend to restrict the use
of the term “normative” to the evaluative sense [17, 18].
In relation to backcasting, in consultation exercises as
part of the normative-oriented visionary model of scenario writing, further insights can be gained by comparing different normative scenarios arrived at or generated
by different stakeholders.
Backcasting versus forecasting

Backcasting stands out as an alternative to traditional
forecasting [63]. Backcasting approaches the challenge of
discussing the future from the opposite direction of forecasting [36]. Forecasting is the process of predicting the
future based on monitoring and analyzing the current
trend, that is, making statements about the future based
on explicit or implicit assumptions drawn from the
present situation in terms of observed trends. In other
words, it starts the planning procedure from today’s situation and projects today’s trends and realistic solutions
into the future [27]. This is commonly used in futures
studies dealing with technological development and
smart cities in the sense of defining steps that are merely
a continuation of the present developments extrapolated
into the future (e.g., urban computing). As explained by
[39] (p. 503), “Within the framework of technological
development, “forecasting” concerns the extrapolation of
developments towards the future and the exploration of
achievements that can be realized through technology in
the long term. Conversely, the reasoning behind “backcasting” is: on the basis of an interconnecting picture of
demands technology must meet in the future—“sustainability criteria”—to direct and determine the process that
technology development must take and possibly also the
pace at which this development process must take effect.
Backcasting [is] both an important aid in determining
the direction technology development must take and in
specifying the targets to be set for this purpose. As such,
backcasting is an ideal search toward determining the
nature and scope of the technological challenge posed by
sustainable development, and it can thus serve to direct
the search process toward new—sustainable—technology.”
This is of high relevance to smart sustainable cities with
regard to the interconnecting picture of demands such cities must meet in the future through integrating ICT and
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sustainability to direct and determine the process that
urban development must take and also the pace at which
such development must take effect. This perspective differs from what tends to be common in the framework of
smart city development in terms of forecasting which concerns the extrapolation of ICT developments towards the
future and the exploration of achievements enabled by innovative solutions that can be realized through ICT in the
long term (e.g., big data analytics).
According to Dreborg [27], backcasting is an approach
to facilitating discovery, which is different from the more
commonly applied forecasting approach. A significant
difference between the two approaches is in the attitude
taken towards uncertainty [27]. As further elucidated by
[47] (pp. 18–19), “in the forecasting approach, the uncertainty is usually treated in terms of sensitivity of the
model results to variations in external variables. The futures studies of forecasting have an idea to figure the future out what will really happen in order to permit
society…to adapt to the more or less inevitable trends.
In the forecasting approach, it is impossible to predict
our own future decisions to the extent that they are influenced by future knowledge. They often are a total
causal model. The backcasting approach takes into account the indeterminacy of the future and tries to define
a broader conceptual framework for discussing the future; the study is less vulnerable to unforeseen change.
This kind of studies may give an impulse for new knowledge.” Further, Dreborg [27] distinguishes between
backcasting studies and forecasting studies at different
levels, as illustrated in Table 1. However, Höjer and
Mattsson [33] suggest that backcasting and forecasting
are complementary.
In all, backcasting is a way of constructing a desirable
future, whereas forecasting is a way of predicting a likely
future state of affairs. Of importance to underscore in
this regard is that in a backcasting process, a desirable
future is the starting point when constructing the strategy, while in a forecasting process, the present trends
and situations are key factors [65], see Fig. 1 for a comparison of the backcasting approach with the forecasting
approach in a sustainability framework.
The relevance and purpose of backcasting as a scholarly
methodology for strategic smart sustainable city
development

Qualitative research involves a range of approaches into
data collection and analysis that researchers typically rely
on to investigate a wide range of sustainability issues related to the physical, environmental, technological, economic, and social dimensions of the city, or a
combination of these. The choice of any qualitative approach depends largely on what the researcher intends
to investigate. In the context of futures studies dealing
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Table 1 Backcasting and forecasting five levels
1.
Philosophical
view

Backcasting

Forecasting

Causality and teleology
Partial indeterminacy
Context of discovery

Causality
Determinism
Context of
justification

2. Perspective Societal problem in
need of solution
Desirable futures
Scope of human choice
Strategic decisions
Retain freedom of action

Dominant trends
Likely futures
Possible marginal
adjustments
How to adopt
trends

3. Approach

Define interesting futures
Analyze consequences, and
conditions for these futures to
materialize

Extrapolate
trends into the
future
Sensitivity
analysis

4. Method

Partial and conditional extrapolations Various
Highlighting interesting polarities
econometric
and technological limits
models

5. Techniques

Various
mathematical
algorithms

Source: Dreborg [27]

with strategic smart sustainable city development, backcasting as a problem-solving and planning approach is
well suited to be adopted as a methodological framework
for scholarly research—e.g., to investigate and analyze
the development of a future model of the smart sustainable urban form (e.g., [12]).
In terms of its practical applications, backcasting as a
scholarly and planning approach is increasingly used in futures studies in fields related to urban sustainability (e.g.,
[47, 51]) as an alternative to traditional planning approaches and a formal element of future strategic initiatives.
This is of high relevance to smart sustainable city development as an area that involves both domains [12]. The complexity of smart sustainable city planning, due to the
current trends and actions being part of the problem, highlights the importance of applying the backcasting approach
to have an informed vision of specific goals in order to strategically deal with potential trade-off among different decisions and actions. In this line of thinking, backcasting from
system conditions of sustainability (or sustainability principles) is a key concept of the “Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development” pioneered by Karl–Henrik Robèrt,
founder of The Natural Step, an international nonprofit
organization dedicated to applied research for sustainability,
in cooperation with a global academic Alliance for Strategic
Sustainable Development which links universities which cooperate with industries and businesses. Backcasting from
sustainability principles is the primary context in which
The Natural Step Framework and Strategic Approach to
Sustainable Development become so powerful.
In recent years, backcasting has become the most commonly applied approach to long-term futures studies on
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Fig. 1 Backcasting and forecasting approaches in a sustainability framework. Source: Banister [6]. Figure 1 summarizes the backcasting approach
in comparison with the forecasting approach in a sustainability framework

sustainable development, thereby their appropriateness for
strategic smart sustainable city development. Researchers
working within various urban domains as well as within the
field of smart cities and sustainable cities have endeavored
to understand and act in relation to sustainable development by describing visionary (normative) scenarios of a
long-term future and justifying their potential realization
on the basis of established theories and academic disciplines and discourses in conjunction with in-depth analyses
of case studies (i.e., strategies, projects, programs, and successful practices) in a bid to stimulate an accelerated movement towards urban sustainability. This implies that a large
body of research within the field of smart sustainable cities
is being, and will be, founded on long-term futures studies
of different sorts. One strand of such studies concerns itself
with the way such cities amalgamate sustainable development goals and smart growth targets in an integrated approach due to the synergetic and disruptive effects of
emerging and future ICT, particularly on urban operational
functioning, management, and planning, that are required
for future forms of urban sustainability. The evolving body
of futures studies in this direction constitutes a strategic resource for understanding the untapped potential of advanced ICT and its enabling, integrative, and constitutive
nature for advancing urban sustainability. This involves the
identification of the interconnections, relationships, and
complexities associated with spatial and temporal scales in
relation to urban analytics and planning using big data analytics for assessing, improving, and sustaining the contribution of smart sustainable cities to the goals of sustainable
development.
The backcasting approach to strategic planning aids in
determining the direction smart sustainable city

development must take and in specifying the targets to
be set for this purpose. As such, it represents a quest for
identifying the nature and scope of the issues and challenges posed by the existing models of sustainable urban
forms. And hence, it serves to direct this quest towards
smart sustainable cities of the future. In other words, it
sets the conditions for the creative tension that motivates the gap between the existing models of sustainable
urban forms (the current reality) and smart sustainable
cities (the future potential).
The analysis part will be done by studying cases using
the backcasting approach such as sustainable city and
smart city strategies, projects, and initiatives, with a particular focus on the design concepts and planning principles of sustainable urban forms and the novel
applications of ICT of pervasive computing for sustainability (see [12] for a detailed account). The development
part will be done by combining the results from the analysis with insights on how sustainability criteria can be
formulated, especially in relation to the goals of sustainable development and what it means for a smart sustainable urban form as a process-oriented development
approach to work with such criteria.
The purpose of backcasting studies in this regard is to
create knowledge that can be used to guide complex
urban transitions towards sustainability in an increasingly computerized and urbanized world. The end result
thereof is alternative visions/images of the future, thoroughly analyzed as to their feasibility, potential, and consequences. In this respect, the process of backcasting
involves establishing the description of a very definite
and specific future situation in the form of principles
and well-designed goals—i.e., how smart solutions for
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sustainability and sustainable urban forms’ design concepts and planning principles can be integrated in the
form of programs that must be supported by policy measures. A normative scenario can be defined, and then a
step-wise back move in time is done from that scenario
to the present in order to determine the necessary decisions and actions pertaining to urban planning, urban
technology, and urban policy that must be taken at critical points if that scenario is to be attained.
In this particular context, backcasting planning can be
viewed as changing mindsets about the way sustainable
urban forms can function and be understood, monitored, analyzed, planned, and developed, prior to formulating specific strategies. Backcasting is explicitly
intended to suggest the implications of various desirable
futures, chosen on the basis of criteria defined externally
to the analysis (e.g., sustainability and ICT as of desirability) rather than on the basis of their likelihood (see
[47]). Additionally, Dreborg [27] argues that backcasting
is particularly useful when:
 The problem to be studied is complex, and there is

a need for major change
 The dominant trends are part of the problem
 The problem to a great extent is a matter of

externalities
 The scope is wide enough, and time horizon is long

enough to leave considerable room for deliberate
and different choices and directions of development.
The above is indeed of high relevance to the research
problem of strategic smart sustainable city development.
In complex systems like smart sustainable cities, and
with complicated endeavors like sustainable development, backcasting is an effective approach to align various measures with each other, and thus to ensure that
each activity is the logical platform for the next one, to
draw on Robèrt [60]. In addition, backcasting is well
suited for long-term problems and long-term sustainability solutions thanks to its normative and
problem-solving character [27]. Furthermore, as pointed
out by Robinson [63], backcasting is not necessarily only
about how desirable futures can be created and attained
but also about analyzing the extent to which undesirable
futures can be responded to or avoided. Overall, backcasting studies must reflect solutions to a specified social
problem in the broader sense [27].
Projecting a transformative urban change that challenges existing assumptions for sustainable urban forms
as a problem of significant complexity with a long
enough time horizon to allow for making determined
choices is the key role of backcasting in the futures studies dealing with smart sustainable city development [12].
It is used to identify signals of sustainable urban change
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and also to determine short-term planning and policy
goals that might facilitate long-term outcomes envisioned in future scenarios. In all, to backcast is mostly of
pertinence when the future is uncertain, and our actions
are likely to influence, inspire, or create that future. To
note, given that there is often greater uncertainty over
what may happen in longer time frames, the future vision may usefully be described or defined using principles or well-designed goals rather than specifics.
The multiplicity and adaptation of methodological
frameworks for backcasting

In every situation, there is a way for many individuals,
teams, and organizations to get clear on an agreed future
vision of success to which all efforts can be directed and
focused. The literature shows that there are a number of
methodological frameworks applied in backcasting. The
backcasting framework is adaptive in nature within its
steps and thus guiding questions based on the specific
context (academia, industry, government, etc.) under
which it is applied, the stakeholders involved, and the
complementary methods to be used (trend analysis, forecasting, scenario planning, visioning, etc.). The result is
a process that can be considered more as a set of guiding principles and tools than as a strict adherence to the
application of the approach as a process encompassing
all the steps involved in a given backcasting methodology by soundly including the full set of guiding questions. Worth noting, the terms backcasting approach
and backcasting methodology are differentiated in the
literature. Quist [53] clearly elaborates in his work that
“backcasting approach” should be used to describe general and more abstract terms, whereas “backcasting
methodology” should be applied in such concrete cases.
Regardless, there are several backcasting approaches or
methodologies, and while these differ in their steps and
thus guiding questions, they do converge on the essentials (as discussed below). Fundamentally, a backcasting
study involves four steps [33], namely:
1. The setting of a few long-term targets
2. The evaluation of each target against the current
situation, prevailing trends, and expected
developments
3. The generation of images of the future that fulfill
the targets
4. The analysis of images of the future in terms of
feasibility, potential, and path towards images of the
future [2].
Robinson’s [63] backcasting approach uses such
methods as social, economic, and environmental impact
analysis; scenario construction methodologies; and system analysis, and modeling The Natural Step (TNS)
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backcasting framework for sustainable development [35,
61] relies on such methods as creativity techniques,
strategy development, employee involvement, and employee training. The Sustainable Technology Development (STD) backcasting approach [76] employs such
methods as stakeholder analysis, employee training,
problem analysis, technology analysis, and construction
of future visions.
The key assumptions of Robinson’s backcasting approach include the following:
 Criteria for social and environmental desirability are





set externally to the analysis
Goal-oriented
Policy-oriented
Design-oriented
System-oriented.

The key assumptions of the TNS backcasting approach
encompass the following:





Decreasing resource usage
Decreasing emissions
Safeguarding biodiversity and ecosystem
Efficient utilization of resources in line with the
equity principle.

The key assumptions of the STD backcasting approach
include the following:







Sustainable future need fulfillment
Factor 20
Time horizon of 40–50 years
Co-evolution of technology and society
Stakeholder participation
Focus on realizing follow-up.

Backcasting can be described as an innovative participatory foresight approach to sustainability through the construction of normative sustainable futures by a variety of
stakeholders [56]. The development towards participatory
backcasting utilizing inputs from a broad range of stakeholders and discussions among them took place first in
the early 1990s, a few years after the inception of sustainable development, and continued till today. During this
period, backcasting has indeed been focused on the identification and exploration of sustainability solutions regarding a wide range of topics and also shifted towards
achieving implementation and follow-up. However, several
questions have recently been raised concerning the adaptation of the complex transdisciplinary and participatory
backcasting approach so that it can be suited to different
projects or research endeavors. The factors triggering its
adjustment accordingly involve the diversity in interests,
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mental frameworks, and resources as well as the presence
of dependencies between stakeholders and power issues
among them in a regular backcasting project [56]. As a
scholarly methodology for strategic smart sustainable city
development, the backcasting approach is not fully participatory, as it does not directly involve stakeholders from
different societal groups. Nonetheless, it is informed by
the knowledge of many experts, scholars, and scientists
from relevant fields and professional domains, expressed
in the literature (i.e., case studies, strategies, projects, and
practices pertaining to smart sustainable city development). Backcasting projects with stakeholders in a real-life
setting do involve stakeholders due to their position or influence in the field, their interests and stakes being at play,
or their relevant knowledge about the problems and possible solutions; yet, they are not responsible for the application of the overall approach (or specific methods and
tools) and its key feature of working from normative scenarios (desirable sustainable future visions) to activities
and action agendas, so these are rather the responsibility
of the facilitators [56]. However, the fifth goal concerning
the stakeholder support, learning, and commitment for
implementation (see [56] for the full list of goals below)
can still be realized in the context of smart sustainable city
development given its benefits and underpinning foundations with regard to sustainability and ICT as influential
theories and powerful large-scale societal discourses. But
the backcasting exercise should be conducted by city governments or powerful urban actors as a group of societal
stakeholders rather than individual academic researchers
or scholars. The goal pertains to making strategic action
plans and considering the potential stakeholder support
and commitment, ways to stimulate follow-up by stakeholders, and the instruments and measures that could
support such activities [56].
As regards to the perspective on stakeholder involvement in futures studies where backcasting can be used
as a scholarly methodology, the idea is to incorporate
the views, assumptions, claims, and arguments (a set of
reasons given in support of ideas, theories, and/or actions) of different experts, scholars, and scientists in the
field of smart cities and sustainable cities in the analysis
and development of future models for smart sustainable
city. In addition to gathering data and facts, a range of
stakeholder recommendations concerning such models
and their feasibility and potential will be considered and
included. Another emphasis of futures studies on smart
sustainable city development is to provide suggestions
for government, policymakers, and research bodies.
Methodological frameworks for
backcasting—participatory backcasting

Several methodological frameworks for backcasting have
been developed and applied in relation to sustainability.
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Phdungsilp [51] compares three backcasting methodologies, namely Robinson’s, TNS, and STD, as illustrated in
Table 2.
As an explicitly normative and design-oriented, Robinson’s approach aims to explore the implications of alternative development paths. However, it gives no standard
recipe for generating scenarios, only some helpful guidelines and tools. The scenarios are evaluated in terms of
socio-economic, physical, and technological feasibility
and policy implications. Iteration of scenarios is usually
required to resolve physical inconsistencies as well as to
mitigate adverse economic, social, and environmental
impacts that are revealed in the analysis. From a critical
perspective, the approach puts a strong focus on technical analysis and policy recommendations, and neither
specifies who is responsible for setting the criteria and
future goals and how this will be done nor includes
stakeholder participation.
In Sweden, backcasting has been elaborated as a methodology for strategic planning towards sustainability,
which has become known as the TNS Framework.
Backcasting has been advocated and popularized by
Karl–Henrik Robèrt and thoroughly described by
Holmberg [35]. Underlying the TNS approach is the
way of thinking that the future itself cannot be predicted, but by viewing the physical principles of the
ecosystem, a set of principles can be set to describe
the future sustainable situation. This is based on four
system conditions that should be simultaneously valid
in a sustainable society [60].
The STD approach relates to a Dutch government
program, which focuses on achieving sustainable need
fulfillment in the distant future. It involves a broad
stakeholder participation, future visions or normative
scenarios, and the use of creativity to reach beyond
existing mindsets and paradigms [53]. It has also been
used for the integration of spatial functions.
There are some similarities and differences between
the above three backcasting approaches. The overall
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approach provides a framework consisting of steps in
which various types of methodologies can be applied.
They all contain analytical methods and design methods.
They moreover contain steps in which future visions or
normative scenarios are constructed, and the current
situation is analyzed. Regarding the differences, Robinson’s approach and the TNS approach do not contain a
separate backcasting step. They reserve the term backcasting for the overall approach. By contrast, the STD
approach contains a separate backcasting step. Additionally, the TNS and the STD approaches contain steps
dealing with operational aspects of implementation and
follow-up, strategies, and agenda setting. Participatory
methods are found in the TNS and STD approaches but
not in the case of Robinson’s backcasting approach. In
futures studies associated with strategic smart sustainable city development, the intent is to devise a generic
methodological framework for backcasting planning by
synthesizing Robinson’s, the TNS, STD, and other approaches, which is the object of the next section. This
scholarly methodology and planning approach could
then be used to analyze and develop future models for
the smart sustainable city.
A methodological framework for backcasting can be
synthesized based on different approaches (including
[23, 36, 54, 57]) and encompasses five steps, namely:
1. Domain and demographics—involves the
clarification of the issues of the current state and
the identification of the areas to be targeted and of
all key and relevant stakeholders
2. Future vision—entails the definition and description
of a desirable future or normative scenario in which
the problems and issues identified have been solved
by meeting the stated objectives
3. Steps—consists of developing possible steps (as well
as addressing their feasibility) on how to reach the
future vision from the present, addressing various
dimensions (i.e., technological, social, cultural,

Table 2 Comparison of three backcasting methodologies
Robinson’s methodology

TNS methodology

STD methodology

1. Determine objectives
2. Specify goals, constraints,
and targets, and describe
present system and
specify exogenous variables
3. Describe present system
and its material flows
4. Specify exogenous variables
and inputs
5. Undertake scenario
construction using
the specified goals and constraints
6. Undertake
scenario impact analysis

1. Define a framework and
criteria for sustainability
2. Describe the current situation
in relation to that framework
3. Envisage a future sustainable
situation
4. Find strategies for sustainability

1. Strategic problem orientation
2. Develop sustainable future vision
3. Set out alternative solutions
4. Explore options and identify bottlenecks
5. Select among options and set up action plans
6. Set up co-operation agreements
7. Implement research agenda

Source: Phdungsilp [51]
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political, institutional, and organizational) that
require consideration
4. Analysis—involves assessing the developed future
alternative, with the goal of creating an actionable
plan while mitigating predicted threats and risks to
successful implementation
5. Implementation—is about establishing an action
plan and putting it into motion while addressing
the responsibilities of the key stakeholders
concerned with the implementation of the results.
Quist and Vergragt [57] and Quist [52] distinguish
several varieties of backcasting and put them into a
methodological framework for participatory backcasting
consisting of five steps, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strategic problem orientation
Specification of external variables
Construction of future visions or scenarios
Backcasting: backward-looking analyses
Elaboration and defining follow-up and an action
agenda.

In the first stage, normative assumptions are defined, and goals are specified in relation to sustainability. The backcasting process starts off with
defining the objectives with a description of the aim
of the analysis in terms of its spatial, substantive, and
temporal scope alongside the number and type of scenarios. The objectives are then translated into specific
goals, constraints, and targets for scenario analysis
and exogenous variables.
In the second stage, the exogenous variables are identified to describe the system not incorporated within the
backcasting itself. The relevance of describing the
broader context within which the analysis will take place
lies in defining the different external elements that could
act as direct inputs to the scenario analysis.
In the third stage, which is the core one of the backcasting process, the scenarios are constructed. This stage
includes the development of future scenarios and the
analysis of the future situation at the end and midpoints
as well as the internal consistency of the scenario.
The fourth stage involves both design and analysis. It
undertakes impact analysis by consolidating scenario results, which involves environmental, social, and economic effects and the consistency between the specified
goals and scenario outcomes.
The fourth stage is usually linked to the policy process
which constitutes part of the fifth stage. This aims at determining the political actions and institutional responses that are required for the implementation of the
scenarios and the policy measures implied in those actions and responses.
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Although this method is generally depicted stepwise
and gives the impression that it is linear, it is definitely far from it. There is also a mutual influence between the different steps of the participatory
backcasting approach following one another, and iteration cycles are likely to occur.
Of relevance to underscore is that Quist et al. [56] remove the second step but add another one as a fifth
step: embedding of results and generating follow-up.
According to Quist and Vergragt [57], four groups of
tools and methods can be distinguished within the participatory backcasting approach, namely:
1. Participatory tools and methods which are useful
for involving stakeholders and for generating and
guiding interactivity among them
2. Design tools and methods for constructing
scenarios and for designing and elaborating
stakeholder interaction processes
3. Assessments of scenario and design such as
environmental assessments and economic analysis
and also evaluation of social processes in the
backcasting project and stakeholder analysis
4. Overall management, coordination, and
communication tools and methods.
Moreover, different goals can be distinguished that are
not necessarily all present in a particular backcasting project. Possible goals for backcasting studies include [56]:
 Generating normative alternatives for the future and







analyzing their opportunities, potentials,
environmental benefits, and other effects
Putting attractive normative scenarios on the agenda
of relevant societal arenas
A follow-up agenda containing activities or actions for
the different stakeholders involved in, or contributing
to, bringing about the desirable future and its
implementation
Stakeholder learning with respect to the alternatives,
the effects, and the opinions of other stakeholders
Stakeholder support in regard to vision, design,
analysis, and commitment to the follow-up agenda.

In sum, the key components of the participatory backcasting include [52, 57]:
1. The construction and use of desirable normative
scenarios and goals.
2. Broad stakeholder participation and stakeholder
learning (on the level of paradigms and values)
3. Combining process, participation, analysis, and
design using a wide range of methods within the
overall backcasting approach.
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The participatory backcasting approach uses a set of
questions for each step. Table 3 illustrates these questions in a backcasting project where step 4 “elaboration
and defining action agenda and follow-up” and step 5
“embedding and initiating or stimulating follow-up activities” are combined due to the limited time and changes
in stakeholder involvement. Specifically, as suggested by
[56] (p. 872), “implementation and embedding is changed into making a follow-up proposal, sketching a rough
development and implementation trajectory, and analyzing what could or should be the contribution of different
stakeholder groups.”

A synthesized scholarly and planning approach to
strategic smart sustainable city development
Premises and assumptions underlying the synthesis

The synthesized scholarly methodology and planning approach to strategic smart sustainable city development is
primarily intended to be used by researchers and
scholars working within academia and research institutes, who are particularly concerned with the
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investigation and analysis of strategic smart sustainable
city development as part of futures studies. In a nutshell,
it is to be applied in the academic context. The synthesis
is based on the premise that while backcasting approaches or methodologies do differ in their steps and
thus guiding questions, they do converge on the essentials. For example, most of the applied backcasting approaches include construction of the future vision and
backcasting analysis. These must accordingly be included in the proposed scholarly and planning approach
to strategic smart sustainable city development, with a
slight difference brought to the guiding questions in accordance with the topic (see Table 4). In addition, the
proposed approach is based on one normative vision.
The backcasting approach is traditionally based on one
normative vision, but multiple visions can also be used
to explore different future alternatives [72]. Such a vision
is prescriptive by focusing on what a smart sustainable
city should be. As such, it aids researchers and scholars
in clarifying shared values and preferences in terms of
sustainability so they can develop visions of desirable

Table 3 Guiding questions for each step in the backcasting study
Questions for backcasting steps

Methods and tools

Step 1: strategic problem orientation
What is the (socio-technical) system to be studied?
Which societal needs/functions are addressed by this system?
What are important trends and development related to this system/needs?
What are major sustainability problems and what are the causes?
How is the problem defined and what are possible problem perceptions?
Who are stakeholders and what are their opinions concerning sustainability
problems and possible solutions?

Problem analysis; actor/stakeholder analysis; system analysis;
modeling methods; interactive methods

Step 2: generating sustainable future visions
What are the demands (terms of reference) for the future vision?
How does the future sustainable socio-technical system and need fulfillment look
like?
Which sustainability problems have been solved?
Which technologies have been used in the future vision?
How are culture and the social and economic structure different?
How do people live in the future vision?
How can it be made more sustainable and more attractive?

Creativity methods; design methods; interactive methods;
modeling methods; visualization methods

Step 3: backcasting analysis
What technological changes are necessary for achieving the future vision?
What cultural and behavioral changes are necessary?
What structural, institutional, and regulatory changes are necessary?
How have necessary changes been realized and what stakeholder (groups) are
necessary?
Is it possible to define milestones for the identified technological, cultural, and
structural changes when looking back from the vision?

Backcasting analysis

Step 4: elaboration, design, analysis and defining follow-up agenda
What is a more detailed design of the socio-technical system in the future vision?
What are the results of different analyses (social, consumer, environmental,
economic, etc.)?
What are drivers, barriers, and conditions for the achieving the future vision?
What could different stakeholder groups (research, government, companies, public
interest) do and what should be on the action agenda?
Which activities can be started now and who should do them?
Elaborate a specific follow-up proposal that contributes to the system change and
define who should contribute and what should be contributed?

Design methods; analytical methods such as impact assessment
and technology assessment; planning methods

Source: Quist et al. [56]
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Table 4 Steps and guiding questions of backcasting
methodology and planning approach
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The key assumptions underlying this backcasting and
planning approach include the following:

Steps and guiding questions of backcasting methodology and planning approach
Step 1: defining normative assumptions and setting criteria and goals in relation
to urban sustainability
What are the objectives with a description of the aim of the analysis in terms of
its urban, environmental, socio-economic, and technological scope?
What specific sustainability and smartness goals are the objectives translated to
for scenario analysis?
How should sustainability and smartness goals be integrated and complement
each other in city development?

 Efficient utilization and conservation of land

Step 2: describing the current situation, prevailing trends, and expected
developments
What are the important global trends and developments related to city
development?
What are the major urban sustainability problems and what are the causes and
challenges?
Are the current situation, prevailing trends, and expected developments evaluated
against the goals?
Which urban systems or domains are to be targeted?

 Mitigating environmental impacts (GHG emissions

Step 3: constructing an image of the future for smart sustainable city
What are the demands (terms of reference) for the future vision?
How does the future smart sustainable city look like?
Which sustainability problems and challenges have been solved by achieving the
goals?
Which technologies and their applications have been used in the future vision?
Step 4: backcasting analysis
What technological and urban changes are necessary for achieving the future
vision?
What institutional, organizational, and regulatory changes are necessary?
How have necessary changes been realized and what stakeholders are necessary?
Step 5: elaboration and implementation
What are the results of environmental and socio-economic analyses in relation to
urban sustainability?
How consistent are they with the specified goals and vision outcomes?
What political actions and institutional responses (city government, regulatory
body, industry, research community, etc.) are required for the implementation of
the vision and the policy measures implied in those actions and responses?
What should be on the action agenda?

(sustainable) futures. Indeed, it allows them to understand what they would prefer the future to be and then
take the appropriate (or necessary) steps to create that
preferred future. Furthermore, smart sustainable city development integrates and fuses sustainable development,
technological development, and city development, forming an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary area. Bibri
[13] attempts to systematize the very complex and dense
scientific area of smart sustainable cities in terms of
identifying, distilling, and structuring the core dimensions of a foundational framework for smart sustainable city development as a set of future practices.
The purpose is to set a framework that analytically
relates city development, sustainable development,
and ICT development while emphasizing how and to
what extent sustainability and ICT have particularly
become influential in city planning in the modern society. One implication of this is that a more appropriate backcasting methodology and planning approach
to strategic smart sustainable city development should
draw on insights (steps and guiding questions) from
diverse methodologies or approaches in ways that embrace the three constituting strands of the development in question.

resources
 Decreasing energy usage through advanced ICT

applications
 Integrating renewable and energy efficiency

technologies/solutions










and waste)
Promoting sustainable transportation
Safeguarding biodiversity and ecosystem
Co-evolution of technology and city
Goal-oriented
Design-oriented
Research-oriented
Policy-oriented
Time horizon of 25 years

The outcome of the synthesis

The intent of the above premises and assumptions is to
provide the rationale for synthesizing the scholarly
methodology and planning approach, which can be used
to investigate and analyze the development of smart sustainable cities. Yet, the researchers and scholars’ worldview and aim are the most important criteria that
determine how futures studies on smart sustainable city
development can be developed and conducted in terms
of the details of the guiding questions. Futures studies
dealing with the development of future models for the
smart sustainable city can adopt backcasting as a scholarly methodology or planning approach to help identify
and implement strategic decisions associated with urban
sustainability. An example of a scholarly endeavor in this
regard would be to investigate and analyze how to strategically assess, improve, and sustain the contribution of
an integrated model of the most sustainably sound
urban forms to the goals of sustainable development towards achieving sustainability—with support of ICT of
pervasive computing in terms of its innovative solutions
and sophisticated methods offered by smart city approaches—under what is labeled “smart sustainable cities” of the future (see [13] for a detailed overview). This
research endeavor involves determining the most strategic steps to be taken to achieve smart sustainable cities
as a vision of success or a desirable future.
However, the synthesis of the proposed scholarly and
planning approach is based on the findings and insights
drawn from the review and discussion of various backcasting approaches (namely [2, 22, 33, 35, 36, 51, 56, 57,
61, 63, 76]). It is further illustrated and supported by the
case study presented and described in the next section.
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Case study: the Project Gothenburg 2050
Overview of the Project Gothenburg 2050: aims,
stakeholders, agreements, and outcomes

As a research endeavor concerned with long-term sustainable images of the future to increase the potential of
reaching a sustainable world, the Project Gothenburg
2050 aims to draw up and develop long-term visions for
the sustainable city in Sweden that as part of a sustainable society could motivate a faster development towards sustainability. The project specifies energy and
environment targets as part of a sustainable society with
the principle of equity. The objective of the project is to
develop, compile, and disseminate knowledge of what a
sustainable society could look like and to stimulate research about long-term development. The intent of the
project is to provide a basis for municipal and regional
planning as well as strategic development. The research
question addressed to the case involves actions that
must be taken to achieve a long-term goal, that is, to attain a sustainability city, and what actions must be taken
in relation to get there. After envisioning a successful outcome in this future scenario, then comes the question of
what can be done in relation to energy, transport system,
urban design, water and waste management, and food and
grocery chain in order to achieve that outcome. This allows to ensure that strategies and actions are in the direction the stakeholders want to head. Next steps are usually
based on reacting to present circumstances, creativity, intuition, and common sense but also (conceivably) are still
aligned with the future vision and direction.
The project has initiated research, development, and
demonstration endeavors involving a wide variety of
stakeholders to discuss various aspects of the concept of
a sustainable future and to participate in developing desirable future scenarios [51]. In this regard, it was carried
out in cooperation between different stakeholders, including universities, energy companies, city government,
public administration, and research councils. Specifically,
the main stakeholders involved included the Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg University, Gothenburg Energi AB, and the city of Gothenburg, in
addition to the Swedish National Energy Administration
(STEM), the Swedish Research Council for Environment,
Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (FORMAS),
and Vastra Gotalandsregionen, and Renova. In relation to
backcasting, in consultation exercises as part of the
normative-oriented visionary model of backlisting, further
insights were gained by comparing different normative
scenarios arrived at or generated by these stakeholders towards a consensual outcome. In light of the backcasting
endeavor, there was a general agreement between these
stakeholders as to identifying the strategic steps or actions
to pursue as well as to determine the feasibility of sustainable futures, with regard to the aforementioned urban
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domains and their integration. In fact, the Project Gothenburg 2050 was a participatory one in terms of the backcasting approach, with stakeholders in a real-life setting
with their position and influence in the field, their interests, and their stakes being at play, as well as their relevant
knowledge about the problems and possible solutions in
terms of sustainability, in addition to the mutual support,
learning, and commitment for implementation. In all, in
strategically developing a sustainable city, the stakeholder
group opted for using the best of what is new while retaining the best of what they already have, making use of what
has worked well in the past in terms of urban sustainability planning and development as to the abovementioned
urban domains.
The use of visions of a long-term future was an important tool for developing long-term strategies of a future city and surrounding regions. Like most backcasting
approaches used in futures studies dealing with urban
sustainability, backcasting is in this project concerned
with the preferable (what we would prefer to happen in
the future) and then explores strategies for achieving the
sought goals with the knowledge of today about how the
future could be. The backcasting process used in this
project is based on the amalgamation of Robinson’s [63]
approach and the TNS framework [36].
As to the outcomes, in addition to being active in a
number of planning processes, the project provides visionary and sustainability-focused input into the development of a new urban energy plan, sustainable
transportation, urban planning, and water and waste
management planning [51]. The project work within
Gothenburg 2050 was completed in 2004. Important to
note is that the actions for achieving a sustainable city in
the future still continue in Gothenburg and the surrounding regions [51]. The images of the future for the
sustainable city are expected to result in the implementation of different demonstrations and pilot projects, and
knowledge and research results are being brought out to
both societal actors and the public.
City foresight methodology used in the Project
Gothenburg 2050

The methodology used in the Project Gothenburg 2050
(see Fig. 2) consists of four steps, namely [51]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description of the present and trend analysis
Setting criteria and goals (sustainability)
Developing images of the future
Analysis of how to reach the images

The first step aims to identify the problem and to describe the present situation. Existing trends addressed
include energy systems, transportation, urban structure,
eco-cycling, and food. The second step defines the
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Fig. 2 The city foresight methodology use in the Project Gothenburg 2050. Source: Phdungsilp [51]. Illustrates the overall picture of the planning
methodology used in the Project Gothenburg 2050, which consists of four steps, namely 1 description of the present and trend analysis, 2 setting
criteria and goals (sustainability), 3 developing images of the future, and 4 analysis of how to reach the images

criteria, sets goals, and identifies limitations for the
study, with consideration of a set of external factors that
might affect the scenario. The third step constructs one
or several alternative images of the future based on the
criteria and goals chosen in the second step, indicating a
solution to a major problem. The fourth step analyzes
the possibilities to reach the society described in the alternative images.
The remaining part of this subsection presents different visions and scenarios in the Project Gothenburg
2050 pertaining to sustainable energy, transport system,
urban design, water and waste management, and food
and grocery chain. Worth noting is that sustainable city
development is likely to involve different domains than
these, as well as different aspects, depending on the social, cultural, economic, and political factors shaping the
socio-technical landscape where the city is embedded as
an amalgam of innovation systems. However, the visions
and images were developed for strategic planning, following the definition of the criteria for sustainability and
an analysis of the present state and trends in the relevant
domains. Images of the future were developed based on
a participatory approach, visualized using workshops
and other inputs, compared to the present state and
trends, and used for the planning process.
The sustainable energy system is a combination of
smart and efficient use of energy, renewable energy supply (from biomass, wind, hydropower, solar electricity,
etc.), changing lifestyle, energy-efficient urban planning,

and energy storage in a hydrogen society. The energy
supply was envisioned to be reduced by one-third; each
person will use about 25,000 kWh. The sustainable
transport system is reliant on its closeness to daily activities to facilitate short-range trips and reduce travel
needs, high accessibility, purpose-oriented and
energy-efficient vehicles in pools, fewer and more fully
loaded goods transportation, and fuel from the sun. This
scenario shows that it is possible to decrease the energy
use for transportation by almost 75% per capita due
mainly to a reduction in short distant personal transportation. The sustainable urban design emphasizes compact city features: density, diversity, mixed land use,
energy-efficient buildings, and closeness to transportation nodes and local squares, in addition to new rail systems and more space for bike and pedestrians as well as
green areas. As to eco-cycling, it is concerned with waste
management and sustainable water to significantly decrease the amount of waste through long-lasting products adapted to the ecosystem, re-use of products and
material recycling, a clean and visible water environment, and few but safe final repositories. The scenario
for a sustainable eco-cycle society shows that it is possible to half the total amount of waste compared with
today, while unsorted mixed waste is envisioned to decrease by 70% compared to the total amount of waste
today. The decrease in total amount of waste is a result
of dematerialization, repair and re-use, durable product
use, and lifestyle changes. The sustainable food and
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grocery chain focuses on working with sustainable and
locally produced food, a diet with a higher proportion of
vegetables, closeness between producers and consumers,
food trade based in local squares, and conscious and
energy-efficient consumption. The envisioned decrease
concerns animal protein consumption as well as junk
food and drinks.

Backcasting as a useful tool for achieving urban
sustainability: the shaping role of political action
in sustainability transitions
To move cities towards sustainability, policy actions
should be fostered through relevant principles and
values, and the environmental, social, and economic impacts associated with sustainability need to be anticipated and assessed. Being normative, backcasting is a
suitable and useful framework for supporting policymakers and facilitating and guiding their actions to reach
sustainability transitions. The choice of such framework
to develop scenarios of smart sustainable cities is supported by its appropriateness to reach the policy targets
(sustainable development goals) in tandem with societal
and economic development. Also, scenarios based on
backcasting may be capable of generating new policy directions needed if cities are to become smart sustainable
(see [50] for guidelines towards environmentally sustainable transportation). The application of a backcasting
approach assumes a vision of an evolutionary process of
policy with a time frame of a generation (30 years),
which is a basic principle to allow the policy actions to
pursue the path towards smart sustainable cities as a
sustainable transition. The backcasts of different alternative futures are intended to reveal the relative implications of different policy targets (see [62]), as well as to
determine the opportunities for policymaking.
It is important to recognize the interplay between
smart sustainable cities and other scales, as well as the
links to political processes on a macro level, e.g., regulatory policies and governance arrangements [14]. To include, macro-processes of political regulation is central
for the backcasting approach. One of the key actors involved in sustainability transition governance is government in terms of political mechanisms in the form of
funding schemes, research management (regulation of
public research institutes), innovation and technology
policies, regulatory standards, market manipulations by
the state, public–private collaborations and partnerships,
and so on [11]. In this respect, government generates
top-down pressure from regulation and policy and the
use of market and other forms of incentives while promoting, spurring, and stimulating the collective learning
mechanisms by supporting innovation financially and
providing access to the needed knowledge [66].
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The act of regulating entails a set of principles, rules,
or laws designed to govern urban behavior in terms of
development by carrying out legislations. Regulating city
development through policies is the responsibility of
many different government departments and agencies.
In other words, regulations are issued and enforced by
various regulatory bodies formed or mandated to carry
out the provision or the intent of legislations. A city government affects urban development through regulatory
policies, which aims to promote sustainability efforts.
Most city governments have some regulations covering a
variety of urban areas, including transport, traffic, mobility, environment, energy, land use, health, education,
and safety in the context of sustainability.
In discursive terms, political action is of critical importance to the emergence, insertion, functioning, and
evolution of smart sustainable cities as a new
techno-urban discourse and an amalgam of innovation
systems [14]. Indeed, political practice is at the core of
the theory of discourse (e.g., [29]) and the theoretical
framework of innovation system (e.g. [24, 41, 42, 58]) in
terms of the shaping role of political mechanisms in the
production and evolution of discourses and
socio-technical systems governing technological innovations respectively. Recommendations for smart sustainable cities as a drastic techno-urban transformation,
which entails a set of intertwined socio-technical systems and a cluster of interrelated discourses embedded
in the wider socio-technical landscape, are unlikely to
proceed without parallel political actions. Drastic shifts
to sustainable technological regimes “entail concomitantly radical changes to the socio-technical landscape of
politics, institutions, the economy, and social values”
([69], p. 131). From a discursive perspective, political
processes are at the heart of material mechanisms and
practices in terms of translating the vision of smart sustainable cities into concrete projects and strategies and
their institutionalization in urban structures and practices [14]. And from an innovation system perspective,
political processes represent the set-up under which dynamic networks of urban actors and entities can interact
within diverse industrial sectors in the development, diffusion, and utilization of knowledge and technology pertaining to sustainable urban development.
Smart sustainable cities as an urban transformation
have a quite strong governmental and policy support,
particularly within ecologically and technologically advanced societies [14]. The underlying idea figures in
many policy documents and agenda as well as political
statements and argumentations, in addition to being
used by many organizations and institutions (e.g., industries, universities, research institutes, etc.), it is not an
element closed in the “ivory tower” of the research community, but it is influenced by the macro-political
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practices in connection with sustainable development
and ICT innovation [14]. This is anchored in the premise that drastic urban shifts are unlikely to proceed without parallel political action to reiterate. As a corollary of
its dynamic interaction with new discourses, politics
forces their emergence, functioning, and evolution [29].
However, the number of methods and tools to develop
sustainability and operationalize sustainable development
has, over the past two decades, grown rapidly. The complexity of planning for sustainability has emphasized the
importance of applying the backcasting approach to have
an informed vision of specific goals so as to strategically
deal with potential trade-off among different decisions
and actions, as current trends, actions, and plans are usually part of the problem [61]. The prominence of backcasting as a form of strategic thinking and problem-solving
framework lies in that it focuses on the long-term consequences and problems of the present decisions and actions based on the discussion of various alternatives from
a sustainability perspective. Sustainability takes into account that current trends should only influence the initial
scale of the transition (e.g., smart sustainable cities), not
its direction, which is the epitome of backcasting.
Grounded in holistic thinking, sustainability is based on
the idea of consciously and incessantly going with the
grain of nature and providing the conditions for deploying
the frameworks necessary for its operationalization and its
translation into practices in a more dynamically innovative
way in order to reach a sustainable society [12]. As such,
it is based on an all-embracing understanding of the complex challenges and mounting problems facing the society,
which is necessary for making all-inclusive decisions and
taking well-informed actions for its long-term benefit,
thereby the relevance of applying the backcasting approach. Yet, the backcasting approach should be complemented by the more commonly applied forecasting
approach. If forecasting is the sole planning strategy, there
are substantial risks that “fixing the problem” will retain
the principle mechanisms from which that problem originates in the first place [47]. In other words, forecasting is
unlikely to generate solutions that presuppose the breaking of trends, which may pose an issue for planning in the
long run due to the discontinuities that are most likely to
emerge or occur. In relation to this argument, Dreborg
[27] underscores that the way we perceive the possible or
reasonable may be a major obstacle to a real change.
To achieve sustainability goals requires an amalgamation of technological, social, cultural, political, institutional, and organizational changes that are to affect and
shape the actions of many stakeholders when they are
diffused into or permeate society. Such changes involve
a complex process of transformation on the long term,
especially in the context of smart sustainable cities
which are very complex due to the inherent uncertainty
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of the future, the inherent dynamically changing nature
of the urban environment, and the inherent ambiguity of
stakeholders having different and sometimes conflicting
value sets. Planning for urban sustainability requires
novel methods and paradigms as alternative approaches
to traditional planning (see [67, 68]). This is predicated
on the assumption that it is necessary to understand the
possible linkages among environmental, socio-economic,
and institutional processes. Similarly, any resultant solution from backcasting would broadly affect many stakeholders across a multitude of societal dimensions, such
as technological, social, cultural, institutional, political,
and organizational.

Conclusions
The principle aim of this paper was to review the existing backcasting methodologies and discuss the relevance
of their use in terms of their steps and guiding questions
in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development
as an area that is at the intersection of city development,
sustainable development, and technology development,
as well as to synthesize a backcasting approach based on
the outcome of the review and discussion, which in turn
is illustrated by the Gothenburg 2050 Project as a case
study. Smart sustainable cities are seen as the most important arena for sustainability transitions and thus of
crucial importance for global futures, as they constitute
key sites of environmental, economic, and social innovations making significant contributions to societal transformation and cultural advancement. However, there is
no single or simple formula for achieving smart sustainable cities. Drastic changes of such kind require
long-term strategic planning, where futures studies can
serve as a basis for inspiration in discussion and
decision-making processes. The primary purpose of futures studies is to get a better understanding of future
opportunities and to explore the implications of alternative development paths that can be relied on either to
adapt or to avoid the impacts of the future. There is a
belief that future-orientated planning can change development paths. The interest in smart sustainable city future is driven by a willingness and desire to transform
the continued development path. Further, there are a
number of different approaches to futures studies. Of
these, backcasting is the most promising approach to developing action plans for achieving urban sustainability,
more specifically smart sustainable cities. Using backcasting, futures studies are intended in this context to
help people better understand future possibilities of
models for smart sustainable city and their feasibility
and potential in order to make better decisions today.
They are also intended to challenge present systems or
to influence the future or adapt to the most likely future.
Creating a choice of the future by outlining sustainable
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alternative forms the basis for strategic planning. Also,
they are meant to aid people in examining and clarifying
their normative scenarios of the future, transforming
their visions, and then developing action plans. In view
of that, they can be used to provide an analytical framework for policy decisions in the identification of opportunities for integrating the novel applications of
advanced ICT with the design concepts and planning
principles of sustainable urban forms in the context of
smart sustainable cities of the future [12, 13]. The role
of futures studies has become of central importance for
policy-making process in the context of urban sustainability. Being normative, futures studies provide a useful
framework for supporting policymakers and facilitating
and guiding their actions to reach urban sustainability.
Also, alternative futures based on backcasting are capable of generating new policy directions needed if cities
are to become smartly sustainable, reveal the relative implications of policy targets, and determine new opportunities for policymaking. Furthermore, backcasting
encourages the searching for new development paths
when the conventional ones do not seem to solve the
problem, or when the available solutions may create new
problems. Accordingly, it is clear that backcasting as a
scholarly and planning approach dominates in dealing
with strategic planning and development in the context
of urban sustainability, not least within technologically
and ecologically advanced nations in Europe. The backcasting has been applied to different urban domains in
the context of urban sustainability, including energy,
mobility, transportation, land use, environment, waste
management, and design. Thus, backcasting has been
employed on a variety of topics related to different aspects of urban sustainability. Urban policymakers should
be encouraged to understand the past, present, and future
conditions of their cities to determine the most strategic
steps to achieve different forms of success pertaining to
the long-term goals of sustainability in an increasingly
technologized and computerized urban world. In this respect, the focus of backcasting studies is on the key unexploited benefits, opportunities, capabilities, impacts,
possible routes, and future scenarios enabled by ICT of
pervasive computing for urban sustainability in terms of
advancing sustainable urban forms in such a way to strategically assess, improve, and sustain their contribution to
the goals of sustainable development [12, 13].
In general, the backcasting approach is found to be
well-suited for long-term urban sustainability solutions
and indeed is the most widely recognized and applied approach to futures studies dealing with urban sustainability
issues due to its normative, goal-oriented, and
problem-solving character. Also, it is useful when dealing
with complex problems and transitions, the current trends
are part of the problem, and different directions of
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development can be allowed given the wide scope and
long time horizon considered. A number of recent futures
studies using backcasting have underlined the efficacy of
this scholarly and planning approach in terms of indicating policy pathway for sustainability transitions and thus
supporting policymakers and facilitating and guiding their
actions. The synthesized scholarly and planning approach
serves to help researchers and scholars in analyzing strategic smart sustainable city development to assist planners, policymakers, and decision-makers in their endeavor
to implement smart sustainable cities. In addition, it is
meant to save the time and effort involved in reviewing,
contextualizing, and adapting available methodological
frameworks for backcasting to develop future models for
smart sustainable city, a holistic urban development approach that will prevail for many years that yet to come
due to the global trends currently at play across the world:
the diffusion of sustainability, the spread of urbanization,
and the rise of ICT.
Most of the above concluding claims ought to be treated
relative to several factors in terms of the effectiveness of
any proposed backcasting approach as to the actions identified and the policy measures determined to attain desirables
futures, despite the appropriateness of this approach to developing long-term strategies and reaching policy targets
(e.g., urban sustainable development goals) as well as generating new policy directions (see [50]). In particular, there is
an interplay between societal goals (e.g., smart sustainable
cities) and other scales, in addition to the links to political
processes on a macro-level, e.g., regulatory policies and
governance arrangements. To include, macro-processes of
political regulation is central for the backcasting approach.
One of the key actors involved in sustainability transition
governance is government in terms of political mechanisms
in the form of funding schemes, research management
(regulation of public research institutes), innovation and
technology policies, regulatory standards, market manipulations by the state, public–private collaborations and partnerships, and so on [11]. In this respect, the government
generates top-down pressure from regulation and policy
and the use of market and other forms of incentives, while
promoting, spurring, and stimulating the collective learning
mechanisms by supporting innovation financially and providing access to the needed knowledge [66]. These actions
are of a central role in implementing the strategies developed by the stakeholders involved in the backcasting endeavors. Besides, drastic shifts to sustainable systems “entail
concomitantly radical changes to the socio-technical landscape of politics, institutions, the economy, and social
values” ([69], p. 131). Regardless, the complexity of planning for urban sustainability has emphasized the importance of applying the backcasting approach to have an
informed vision of specific goals so as to strategically deal
with potential trade-off among different decisions and
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actions, as current trends, actions, and plans are usually
part of the problem.
Furthermore, there are several approaches to backcasting. While they differ in their steps and thus guiding
question, they do converge on the essentials. The backcasting framework is adaptive in nature within its steps
and thus guiding questions based on the specific context
under which it is applied, the stakeholders involved, and
the complementary methods to be used. Therefore, it is
common to adjust the backcasting framework for application in different research projects depending on the
topic, purpose, scope, and complexity of futures studies
to undertake, as well as on the time and resources available and the presence of dependencies between stakeholders and power issues among them. For example,
taking into account all the dimensions of participatory
backcasting in an integral approach in a rather limited
timeframe might result in some tension between, on the
one hand, the adherence to the application of all the
steps of the backcasting approach by soundly using the
related guiding questions and, on the other hand,
obtaining the results on the topic that make sufficient
sense and derive from a deeper understanding of the approach and its range of dimensions (see [56]). Interestingly, different approaches are emerging in the field of
urban sustainability within various city domains.
In light of the above, this paper endeavored to
synthesize a scholarly and planning approach based on
the findings and insights drawn from the review and discussion of various backcasting approaches and further illustrated it by the case study the Gothenburg 2050
Project. Below is the outline of the synthesized scholarly
and planning approach to strategic smart sustainable city
development:
 Defining normative assumptions and setting criteria

and goals in relation to urban sustainability
 Describing the current situation, prevailing trends,
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society that is defined by the project’s stakeholders. The
project engages with universities, research councils, the
energy sector, local government, and citizens who are interested in the project.
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and expected developments
 Constructing an image of the future for smart

sustainable city
 Backcasting analysis
 Elaboration and implementation
The work of the Project Gothenburg 2050 is a Swedish
exemplar case in the application of backcasting for strategic sustainable urban planning. It uses backcasting to
develop action plans from a shared vision of the future
sustainable city. This vision is a result of the concept of
sustainability as clarified by the involved stakeholders. It
is a research project in its nature. It tries to develop,
compile, and disseminate knowledge of sustainable society. Hence, it seems theoretical in its overall approach.
In it, the driving factor is to achieve the sustainable
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